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Abstract 

The United States Department of Energy is responsible for the 
siting, design, construction, operation and closure of a repository in 
which to permanently dispose of the nation's high level nuclear 
waste. In addition to the objective of safely isolating the waste 
inventory, the repository must provide a safe working environment 
for its workforce, and protect the public. The conceptual design 
for this facility is currently being developed by the DOE'S 
Management & Operating contractor in Las Vegas, Nevada. The 
repository must be licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. Tunnel Boring Machines will be used to excavate 
approximately 228 kilometers of tunneling to construct the facility 
over a 30 year period. The excavation operations will be 
physically separated from the waste emplacement operations, and 
each operation will have its own dedicated ventilation system. The 
legislated capacity of the first repository is 70,000 metric tons 
(heavy metal) and is expected to be made up of 63,000 metric tons 
of commercial spent nuclear fuel and 7,000 metric tons of vitrified 
defense high level waste. Approximately 12,000 waste packages, 
each containing up to 9 MT of spent nuclear fuel, will be emplaced 
in the tunnels using an underground rail system. The emplacement 
of the waste is expected to result in temperatures of up to 200 C in 
the rock surface. The facility is being designed to remain open 
approximately 150 years. 

Introduction 

Need For a Repository 

The production of electricity using nuclear energy produces high 
level nuclear waste in the form of "spent fuel" assemblies. These 
assemblies contain the remains of the fissionable materials used to 
produce and sustain the reaction, and the fission products whose 
accumulation ultimately reduces the fuel assemblies' reactivity to 
the point where it is considered "spent" and removed from the 
reactor core. Once removed from the reactor, the spent fuel is 
stored under water in on-site storage pools at the reactor location. 
Storage in the pools provides both cooling and shielding for the 
highly radioactive, heat-producing spent fuel assemblies. 

This material will remain radioactive for thousands ofyears, and a 
permanent solution providing for its safe, permanent disposal is 
needed. The United States, as well as other countries, is pursuing 
deep geologic disposal as that solution. 

NWPA 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA, Ref 1) charges t k  
U.S. Department of Energy with the responsibility to site, build, 
operate, and decommission a deep geologic repository for the 
permanent disposal of high level nuclear waste. An amendment to 
the NWPA, in 1987, directed the DOE to focus its site 
characterization efforts on the Yucca Mountain site. 

The Physical Site 

Location 
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Yucca Mountain is located in Nye County, Nevada, about 160 km 
(by road), northwest of Las Vegas. The Yucca Mountain area is 
situated on land that lies within the Nevada Test Site, Nellis Air 
Force Range, and U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
administered lands. The western portion of Area 25 on the Site 
has been informally reserved for the Yucca Mountain Project. The 
Nellis Air Force Range, withdrawn from the public domain for use 
by the Air Force, is managed by the BLM. The remaining area is 
public domain land administered by the BLM. (ACD, Ref 6) 

Geology 

The Yucca Mountain area lies in the southern part of the Great 
Basin subprovince of the Basin and Range physiographic province. 
The Great Basin is generally characterized by long and narrow, 
north- to northeast-trending mountain ranges separated by 
intermountain structural basins. These characteristic basin an13 
range landforms are the result of late Cenozoic high-angle normal 
faulting. The region around Yucca Mountain shows basin and 
range features, which are further complicated by local volcanism 
and the tectonic fabric of the Walker Lane belt (SCP, Ref 2) 
(ACD, Ref 6). 

The rock unit which is being considered for repositoy construction 
is a volcanic tuff deposited some 11 million years ago. The 
Paintbrush group is composed of multiple ash fall and ash flow 
units. The specific unit being examined is called the Topopah 
Spring welded number 2 unit (TSw2). Within the primary area 
being studied, this unit ranges from 200 to 300 meters in thickness, 
and dips at approximately 10% down to the east. The depth, from 
surface to the saturated zone, or water table, is large; ranging from 
400 to 700 meters. The repository level is 200 to 400 meters 
below the surface, and 200 to 300 meters above the water table. 

Determination of Useable Area 

The following parameters have been used to define the useable 
repository area: 

Above the water table 
At least 200 meters below the directly 
overlying surface 
Primarily within the TSw2 unit 
At least 60 meter standoff maintained from 
Type I (Quaternaq age) faulting 

Application of these limiters, using a 3-D geologic modeling 
program, produces the useable area shown in Figure 1. 

Two repository "blocks" are delineated by faulting. The upper, 
western-most block is bounded on the west by the Solitario Canyon 
Fault (SCF) and on the east by the Ghost Dance Fault (GDF). The 
lower, eastern block is bounded on the west by the GDF, and on 
the east by the western edge of an imbricate fault zone. Faulting 
and minimum cover limitations bound the area to the south, and 
other faulting limits development to the north. Figure 2 shows the 
fault traces as thick dashed lines. Figure 3 shows a cross-section 
through the northern end of the layout along the A-A' line 
indicated on Figure 2. 
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Repository Layout Subsurface Transportation System 

Factors Influencing the Layout 

There are several conditions and assumptions which strongly 
influenced the layout of the repository within the useable area 
defined above. These factors include the following: 

Areal Thermal Loading 
Subsurface Transportation System 
Excavation Method 
Retrievability Requirement 

Areal Thermal Loading 

Spent nuclear fuel (SNF) produces significant heat as it decays. 
This heat production is most severe when the SNF is first removed 
from the reactor, but remains significant for many years. When the 
SNF is packaged and placed in a subsurface repository, it will 
impart heat energy to the surrounding tunnel walls, roof and floor. 
The resulting increase in temperature is a potential concern to the 
repository designers because the heat can have deleterious effects 
on the wall rock, installed ground control measures, and on the 
waste form itself. 

The heat can also be a significant benefit to the long term 
performance of the repository. If the waste is emplaced in a dense 
enough pattern, termed a "high thermal load", the resulting 
temperatures will exceed the boiling point of water within a few 
months after emplacement. The water contained in the rock matrix 
is driven to steam and moves away from the heated areas to 
condense in the sub-boiling regions above and below the 
repository. This is advantageous because there is very littte 
corrosion potential without the presence of liquid water or high 
humidity. The time period over which the immediate waste 
package environment remains above boiling can be several hundred 
to several thousand years. During this period, the waste packages 
should remain essentially intact, providing substantially complete 
containment of the radionuclides contained within. The factors 
which influence the length of the above-boiling period include: 

Waste package spacing 
Waste "age" (the elapsed time since its removal from 
the reactor) 
Waste "burnup" (the time the fuel was left in the 
reactor) 
Emplacement pattern 
Waste package size 
Emplacement drift (tunnel) spacing and arrangement 

The primary method of controlling the peak temperatures in the 
emplacement drift environment is by regulating the spacing 
between the emplaced waste packages and the spacing between 
adjacent emplacement drifts. 

The repository areal load is most often expressed in the units of 
Metric Tons of Initial Heavy Metallacre, which is shortened to 
Metric tons Uranium or MTU/acre. A "high" thermal load would 
be obtained using an emplacement density in the range of 80 to 
100 MTU/acre. The current reference repository design 
incorporates an emplacement density of approximately 83 
MTU/acre. Depending on waste package size and fuel 
characteristics, the peak rock temperature in the emplacement drifts 
would reach approximately 155°C. This peak would occur 40 to 
60 years following emplacement if no ventilation is supplied to the 
drift after emplacement is completed. 

Another factor which influenced the configuration of the layout is 
the selection of rail transportation for the subsurface movement of 
waste packages, materialshpplies, and personnel. The use of rail 
haulage requires a flat or very gently sloping layout. The 
topography at the site is such that the waste access ramp from the 
surface to the repository level can be constructed at a grade of 
-2.1%. This ramp, approximately 2,800 meters in length, has 
already been constructed as part of the Exploratory Studies Facility 
(ESF). The subsurface main access drifts are arranged at 
approximately 1.3% to 1.5%, and the empfacement drifts are 
designed to slope at 0.5%. The slight gradient is intended to allow 
any water which may enter the drift after the above-boiling period 
to drain away from the waste packages. 

Rail haulage was conceptually selected for the reference design 
because of its ability to handle relatively heavy loads without 
extraordinary accommodation. The largest waste packages 
considered in the reference design would weigh approximately 65 
tonnes. The waste packages are transported into the subsurface in 
a shielded waste transporter towed by an electric locomotive. The 
gross weight of the loaded transporter is approximately 225 tonnes. 
A 35 tonne locomotive is required to move the loaded transporter. 

Excavation Method 

The selection of the primary excavation method influences both the 
shape of the individual drifts as well as the configuration of the 
entire layout. In order to minimize, to the maximum practical 
extent, excavation-induced damage to the rock surrounding the 
openings, mechanical excavation methods are preferred over 
standard drill and blast methods. The average rock strength of the 
repository horizon (155 MPa)(RIB Ref 3) is such that very few 
mechanical excavation methods are applicable. The TSw2 unit 
exhibits a range of compressive strength values (155 59 MPa), 
and joint spacing is also variable. The Tunnel Boring Machine 
(TBM) concept was selected due to its high productivity and ability 
to excavate hard rock. TBMs have been in wide use for many 
years, and have proven themselves both cost-effective and safe. 

By the nature of its operation, a TBM produces a circular opening. 
This is an inherently stable configuration for underground 
openings. Approximately 90% of the repository layout will be 
developed using TBMs. All emplacement drifts will be TBM- 
developed, and most of the main access drifting and ramp 
excavation will be by TBM. In order to produce a flat segment of 
floor on which to install the rail haulage system, the bottom 
portion, or "invert" of the tunnel is filled with either pre-cast 
concrete sections, cast-in-place concrete, or compacted fill material. 

The overall shape of the layout is also influenced by the use of 
TBM excavation. TBMs function best in long, primarily straight 
runs connected by wide, large-radius curves. This produces a 
layout with few sharp comers, and with smoothly rounded turns. 
This type of layout is also conducive to the use of a rail transport 
system. 

Retrievability Requirement 

Repository requirements promulgated by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) (IOCFR60, Ref 4) require that the emplaced 
waste inventory be retrievable for a period of 50 years following 
the start of emplacement operations. The entire waste inventory 
must be retrievable in about the same time that it took to build the 
repository and emplace the waste. Recent DOE guidance has 
increased this period of retrieveability to up to 100 years (Program 



Plan, Ref 5).  This requirement means that the repository must be 
designed to allow access to the waste packages for up to 100 years 
after emplacement. The primary impacts of this requirement are on 
the required longevity of the subsurface workings and permanently 
installed items, particularly those within the emplacement drifts 
where access is extremely limited. 

Repository Subsurface Layout Description 

The reference design layout is shown in Figure 3. It utilizes 
approximately 90% of the area currently considered useable within 
the primary area. The north ("waste ramp") and south 
("development ramp") ramps, and the main drift which connects 
these two ramps, are currently being constructed as part of the 
ESF. The layout involves development of main access drifts 
around the perimeter of the useable areas with the emplacement 
drifts driven across the areas in a generally east-west orientation. 
The larger upper block also incorporates a central drift, running 
north-south, which divides the upper block into two halves. 
Internal ramps (Le.; ramps which begin and end underground with 
no surface entry) provide access to the lower, or eastern block from 
the upper block. Two vertical shafts, one in the north end and the 
other near the south end, connect both blocks to the surface. 

The waste emplacement area is composed of parallel tunnels 
ranging from 600 to 1200 meters in length. These tunnels are 
arranged generally east-west across the emplacement blocks, and 
intersect the perimeter main drifts on each end. The north-south 
central exhaust main drift bisects the emplacement drifts in the 
upper block, effectively shortening the longest emplacement drifts 
to approximately 600 meters. 

Concept of Operations 

The repository schedule involves receipt of a construction 
authorization from NRC followed by a period of pre-emplacement 
construction during which the main drifts, shafts, and a minimal 
number of emplacement drifts will be developed. An amendment 
to receive and possess nuclear materials will be sought, which will 
allow a 22-year period of simultaneous excavation and waste 
emplacement. Two more years are required to complete the 
emplacement after all tunnel excavation is complete. After 
emplacement, a caretaker period will ensue in which the repository 
will be monitored, and the facility maintained so that the retrieval 
option is preserved. When the NRC is satisfied that the repository 
system will perform as expected, an amendment to the repository 
license will be granted to allow the repository to be 
decommissioned and seaied. 

As noted, tunnel excavation and waste emplacement operations will 
occur in parallel over much of the facility life. These operations 
will be carried out in physically separate areas of the facility, and 
each will have its own independent ventilation system. The 
excavation and emplacement operations are summarized below. 

Excavation 

Tunnel boring machines (TBM) will be used to develop the hulk of 
the underground layout. During the pre-emplacement phase, the 
main drifts, and a small number of emplacement drifts will be 
excavated. The main drifts are planned to range from 7.62 meters 
to 9.0 meters in diameter. Mains will be driven completely around 
the perimeter of the upper block emplacement area prior to the start 
of waste emplacement. Approximately 13 emplacement drifts at 
the north end of the upper block will also be completed during this 
period. The excavation sequence for the emplacement drifts is as 
follows: 

TBMs in the upper block will be "launched" from a 9-meter 
diameter TBM Launch Main drift located along the east side of the 
block. The TBM will advance from east to west across the block. 
The excavated rock ("muck") from the operation will be loaded 
into railcars behind the TBM and hauled by locomotives out of the 
emplacement drift, and south along the service main (paralleling 
the TBM Launch Main) to a car dump station. The cars will be 
dumped, and will return to the TBM for re-loading. The muck will 
be fed onto a belt conveyor system which will cany the material 
along the service main to the south ramp, up the ramp and out onto 
the muck storage pile on the surface. 

Ventilation for the excavation operation will be provided by a 
series of fans and ventilation ductwork installed in the drift The 
fans, located in the ductwork, will draw air into the tunnel, to the 
TBM working location, into the ductwork, and out of the 
emplacement tunnel. The ductwork will carry the dust-laden air 
south in the service main to a discharge point near the bottom of 
the development exhaust shaft. 

When the TBM reaches the west side of the block, it will emerge 
in the west main. It will be recovered in a tube arrangement which 
will be transported by rail around the south end of the 
emplacement block, and north along the TBM launch main. The 
tube arrangement is then used to launch the TBM at the starting 
point of the next emplacement drift. 

The northem-most emplacement drifts in the upper block are 
developed first. Drifts are developed in sequence from north to 
south in the upper block, and then again from north to south in the 
lower block. The access ramps and main drifts for the lower block 
are developed concurrently with excavation of the southern end of 
the upper block so that emplacement drift excavation operations 
can transition smoothly to the lower block on completion of the 
upper block. 

Emplacement 

The heaviest waste packages currently being considered will weigh 
approximately 65 tomes. The lightest packages are. in the range of 
22 tomes. The surface radiation dose of the unshielded package 
will range from 10 to 50 REM/hr. Therefore, the waste packages 
are transported through the subsurface in a shielded transport 
vehicle. When unshielded, the waste packages are handled 
remotely with no human presence. Once emplacement is started in 
a drift, no human access will allowed under normal conditions. 

Waste packages will be placed on a railcar and loaded into the 
transporter in the surface waste handling building located near the 
north portal. The transporter will not be self-propelled, but will be 
pulled by an electric locomotive. The locomotive will pull the 
transporter into the north portal, down the north ramp, and enter 
either the east main or west main, depending on the emplacement 
destination. The west half of the upper block is to be emplaced 
from the west main, and the east half from the east main. When 
the transporter reaches the assigned emplacement drift, a remotely- 
operated sequence will be carried out as described below: The 
transporter is backed into the area near the drift entrance. The 
access-control doors on the drift entrance and the doors on the 
transporter are opened, the transporter is backed into place at the 
drift entrance, the waste packagehailcar unit is pushed out of the 
transporter and directly onto the rails within the emplacement drift. 
Note that the elevation of the floor of the emplacement drift is 
higher than the floor of the access main. This allows die w&e 
package car to roll directly onto the floor of the emplacement drift 
without being raised or lowered. The transporter is withdrawn. A 
flatcar carrying a 6 tonne battery locomotive is placed at the ditft 



entrance. The locomotive travels off of the flatcar, directly onto 
the rails in the emplacement drift, coupling to the waste 
package/railcar in the process. The locomotive moves the waste 
packagehailcar along the emplacement drift to its emplacement 
location, uncouples from the car, and withdraws. The action of 
uncoupling engages a braking mechanism on the railcar axle which 
prevents the car from moving after it is placed. The locomotive is 
withdrawn, and the access control doors are closed, completing the 
process. 

Ventilation Systems 

In addition to supporting the ongoing operations, the ventilation 
system must provide a safe and healthy work place and help to 
control the effects of underground fires. 

The subsurface facilities are ventilated by two separate and 
independent systems during the period when both emplacement and 
development are ongoing. The general flowpaths are described 
below. 

Airflow in the subsurface emplacement ventilation system enters 
the north ramp, flows down the ramp, and splits at the north ramp 
extension. Approximately half of the volume flows along the east 
side of the upper block, with the remaining volume moving 
through the north ramp extension and along the upper block west 
main. Air flows along the main drifts until it reaches the active 
emplacement drifts. The air passes through the emplacement drifts 
and into the central exhaust main drift. Once in the central 
exhaust, it travels to the emplacement exhaust shaft, is drawn up 
the shaft, through the fan, and is exhausted to the atmosphere. 
Radiation monitoring will be provided throughout the subsurface. 
If abnormal levels of radiation are detected, the exhaust airflow is 
diverted through a High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) 
filtration system to help ensure that contaminated particulates do 
not escape from the facility. 

Individual emplacement drifts are ventilated until all waste 
packages are emplaced in that drift. When the last waste package 
is emplaced in a drift, the doors are closed, and ventilation is cut 
off in that drift. Ventilation would only be re-established if access 
to the drift was required. 

Air enters the development ventilation system through fans located 
at the top of the south ramp. Air flows down the ramp, enters the 
east service main, and moves along the east main until it reaches 
the location of the emplacement drift tunnel boring operations. 
Each of the two TBM operations draws in a portion of the main 
airflow and exhausts into ductwork which carries the exhaust air 
back to the bottom of the development exhaust shaft. The 
remainder of the air flow in the east main enters the emplacement 
drifts which have been previously excavated and are being 
prepared for emplacement. A portion of this airflow is used by the 
central exhaust drift excavation operation. The remaining air flows 
to the upper block west main and is utilized by the excavation 
operations which develop the west side emplacement drift 
entrances. 

Conclusion 

The design presented in this paper represents the current concept as 
of the end of the advanced conceptual design phase. The design is 
subject to change, and several potential layout and operational * 

concept revisions are currently under consideration. 

The design of the repository has recently concluded its advanced 
Conceptual Design phase (Ref 6) and is now in Phase I design. 
Assuming a positive finding of site suitability, a license application 
to begin construction of the repository is currently planned for 
submittal to the NRC in 2002. At the time of license application, 
the’repository design will have progressed to a more complete 
stage for those systems considered important to radiological safety 
and without licensing precedent. Other systems which are 
important to safety but for which there is licensing precedent will 
be at a somewhat lesser stage of design. Those systems without 
radiological safety considerations will be at a more preliminary 
stage of completeness. Final procurement and construction design 
will be completed in parallel with the licensing activity. Assuming 
a finding of site suitability and a successful licensing action, the 
construction of the repository could start in 2005, with 
emplacement of first waste packages occurring in 2010. 
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The dual ventilation system arrangement is maintained until the 
completion of all waste emplacement. When the caretaker period 
begins, the development ventilation system will be closed down, 
and the emplacement ventilation system will provide airflow in all 
main drifts until closure. 
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